
A Gold Coin of the 
Pals king Dharmapala 

THE PLUPOSE of this brief paper is to present an important new coin \vhich I believe to be the 
first known coin of the PBla king. Dharniapiila. The PBla dynasty was founded by Gopiila. 
who rose to power (some historians believe he was actually elected) in Bengal during the 
period of anarchy ( t ~ w t s ~ ~ u t ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ u t ~ ~ )  that followed the decline of the Guptas and the invasions 
of Yasovarlnan of Kanauj and Lalitaditya of Kashmir. The dynasty lasted for almost four 
hundred years and raised Bengal to its highest level of power and achievement. DharmapBla 
the son OS GopBla who ruled during the last quarter of the eighth and the early years of the 
ninth centuries (c.AD 775-81 0) has been described as 'one of the greatest kings that ever 
ruled in Bengal.'' He expanded his influence into the Deccan and LIP the Gangetic plain. 
installing his nominee on the throne at Kanauj. Both he and his son DevapHla engaged in an 
almost continuous struggle for supremacy with the Gurjara Pratiharas and the Rashtrakutas, 
and were able to maintain a stTong position. Afier the death of Devapiila the P d a  realm 
started to crumble and, although it persisted in a reduced fonm for a long time. its former 
glory was never restored. 

Apart from their political power. the PBlas deserve an important place in Indian history 
because of their cultural achievements. They were adherents of Mahayana Buddhism and 
prominent promoters of' that faith. Indeed. the name Dharmapala means 'Protector of the 
Law,' and is used as a name for eight fierce Buddhist deities \vhose role it is to defend 
Dharma. It was because of the efforts of PBla ~ilissionaries that Buddhism came to be firmly 
established in Tibet. The PBlas also patronized a llourishing school of art, whose influence is 
thought to be visible in Tibetan and South-east Asian art. Thus the PBlas occupy an important 
place in the political and cultural history of India. 

Despite their importance, and despite the fact that there are several copper plate grants 
and sculptural pieces attesting to their activities, the PBlas appear to have left little by way of 
coinage. Indeed. in his study of the coinage of post-Gupta Bengal, B.N. Mukherjee asserted 
that 'No metallic money was coined in the major portion of the PBla ... k i n g d ~ r n . ' ~  There 
is, however, one gold coin that has been put forward as a PSla issue. but. because of its 
uniqueness, its authenticity has been called into question. I ivill consider this coin in detail 
later, after the new piece has been presented. This new coin is an important piece of evidence 
to help us understand the cultural and political climate orthe times. 

I \vould like to ackno\vlcdge thc iielpful comments of Joe Cribb and Wilfried Picptr. I ;un also indebted to Dr. T. 
Devendra Rao, \v110 not only pennitled me to examine and pliotograph sonle o f  his coins, but also loaned me some 
books from his libran- 

R.C. klqjunldar, 1l.C. Rdychaudhuri and Icalikinkar llatta ilti.ddva~iced Hisfor?. oflridia (London. 1963), p. 165. 

C3.N. blukhc jrc.  Cobis aiid C ~ i r m i q  S~*srents of Post-G~,yta Roigal (No\\ Dclhi, 1993). p. 54. 
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The :Ve~v Coin Of Dl~art~laprila 
The new coin is illustrated below by kind permission of the owner. It had been used as a 

pendant and still carries the loop attached to it for suspension purposes. 

Obverse: King ? riding on horseback left. with right hand holding up a spear. 
aimed at aninial (lion or boar ?) at left. standard before the king. Four 
line Br2hmi legend at right: Sri / n ~ d  ndhu / rma pa / lah, below horse's 
forelegs. in two lines: kni/la. below horse's hind legs: vo. 

Reverse: Lakshmi seated facing on a single lotus. holding a lot~ls plant in each 
hand. flanked on each side by a sacred vessel. piirila gl~ara. In top left 
field: Sri. 

Weight (including loop): 7.59 grams, 1 17. l grains. 
Diameter: 2 1 mm. 
Die axis: 12 o'clock. 

FIG. 1 : The new coin of Dharmapala 

I believe the reading of the main part of the legend: SrirliFir~ Dhunnapalah. is 
incontro\renible." All the letters are clearly legible. There could be some difference of opinion 
about individual lettcrs taken on their own. For esaniple. the first niu could conceivably be 
taken aspa or yu, the compound ildlia might be seen as nva, rvu. or t.dlia. and the pa in the 
third line could be read as }?a or even mcr. None of these alternative interpretations yield a 
sensible reading. while SI-im5n Dhartt~npdlall is not only sensible. but also arguably the most 
plausible reading of the individual letters. 

The remainder of the obverse legend is less certain. One possible reading is kuila under the 
horse's front legs, and 1-0 under the back legs. The va seems to be sufficiently distinct from 
the d/ia in Dhat.~~apdlal~ to be read that way. The word kaika could be referring to the keelu. 
or spear. being held by the king. I 6  could have an as yet unclear meaning, or it could combine 
with kailu to yield kailavo. The vo could be an excla~natory suffix. and the phrase could serve 

L I a11 indebted to Shailcndra Bliandare for his llelp with rcading and understanding the legend. Ii \\!as he who firs1 
suggested Srinlan Dfrar~~~apLilah as the reading. 
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as an epithet for the king: 'the illustrious Dharmapiila. wielder of the spear'. This reading of 
the legend is buttressed by the Devapiila coin ~vliicli also may carry an epithet ending with an 
exclamatory \*a, and is discussed below. 

Another possible reading would take the letter kui and read it as the compound uka. The 
legend could then conceivably be restored as Vonkulah. Perhaps scholars of Brahmi and 
Sanskrit can elaborate on this: but it seems that Ihnkalalt might perhaps represent a reference 
to the Bangla homeland of the PSlas, and the coin could in this wray be related to the coins 
with the legend VangBlamrigBnka, which was an epithet of Anandadeva of Samatata5 On 
the whole. I prefer the kuilm~o reading. as it seems more closely connected to the coin of 
Devapiila. 

Apart from the reading of the legend. there is the question of the identity of the animal on 
the left being hunted by the king. At first, I naturally assumed it represented a lion, placing 
the coin squarely as a 'mounted king lion-slayer' type. similar in theme to the coins of 
PrakBsaditya. Upon closer examination it seemed that the animal might perhaps represent a 
boar. Normally. the Gupta style lions being hunted in the lion-slayer types are shown with 
mouth agape. thereby magni@ing the ferocity of the hunted animal and. by extension. the 
prowess ofthe hunter. Here the animal's mouth is only slightly open. Further. the face exhibits 
an elongated snout. more like a boar than a lion. Also. the expected lion's mane is certainly 
not prominent. although one could argue that there is a small mane present. Thus the animal's 
identity is somewhat ambiguous: it might be a lion or a boar.6 

FIG 2: Khinoczros-slayer type of KumSragupta 1 

Next. it is worth considering the style of the coin to determine if there are any close 
parallels in the numismatic sphere. The mounted king of course has a well-known lineage in 
Indian coinage. with its kequent use in Indo-Greek. Indo-Scythian, Indo-Parthian, Kushan. 
and Gupta coinage. The mounted king as hurrter is a less common motif, but we do see this in 
Gupta coinage. In his beautiful Rhinoceros-slayer type. KumEragupta is sho\vn mounted on 
a horse (see Fig. 2). The lion-slayer type of Prakiisaditya also depicts the king on horseback 
(see Fig 3). So the present coin seems to have clear antecedents in Gupta coinage. 

See Mukhe jee,  Coins of Post-Grcpta Bengal, p. 19. 

1 1  is conceivahlc that, ifthe animal is a boar: it represents the Pratihiras, who were enemies of Dharn~apda while, 
if it  is a lion, ir represents the RLshtrakutas, also rivals (although later allies) of  the P%la king. 



FIG. 3: blounted lion-slayer type of Prakasaditya 

Another important coin closely connected to the present one is the so-called Balamriggnka 
type published by B.N. Mukhejee.' Another specimen was published by Rhodes and Bose. 
as their coin no. 27, although they did not provide any detai1s.Q~ I have had the opportunity 
to exa~nine and photograph this specimen, apparently not from the same dies as Mukherjee's, 
I publish it here again for the benefit of ~cholars (see Fig. 4).9 This specimen weighs 7.32 
grams and has a dianieter of 23 millimelers. very much in conformity with Mukherjee's 
specimen. although the die axis is approxi~nately 2:30. 

'T'here are two important parallels behveen this coin of B8lamrigZnka and the Dharrnapaln 
coin. First. the lrcolment of Lakshrni is very similar on both coins. The cross-legged posturc. 
the simple lotus scat. the flower in hand. the presence of the vase. and the use of the legend 
Sri, all point to a close affinity between the tulo coins. Second, the obverse lcgend arranged. 
vertically in horizontal lines. and in different locations on the flan. again suggests a close 
relationship. 

Joe Cribb has suggested that the Balamrig5nka coins could be Pala issues.1° There arc 
three kno\vn \~ersions of the BSlamrigZnka type. differing in the letters on the obverse. The 
illustrated coin has. in the left field, the letters Jays: and could represent an issue of Jayapala. 
There are also coins with the letter Go. which could be issues of Copala. and coins with the 
letter De, which could be issues of Devapda. 

' Liukh~rjcc, COIIIS of Posl-G~rp~u Bengal, pp. 58-61 

N.G. Rhodes ant1 S.K. Rose. 17re Coinuge oj.~tssanl. The Prc-Aliom Period (t;olk;i[i~, 2003), vol. I. p. 77 

"fhe coin is in the collcctioli o f  Dr. T. Devendra Kao, \\.hose kindness in letting me csan~inc. pho[ogr;~ph and 
publisll i t  is gratef~~lly nckno\vledged. The Kun~kagupta rhinoceros-slayer coin published in Figurc 2 is also in I lr .  
Ri~o's collection, published here by kind perniission. 
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FIG. -I: Coin of HSlamrigZinka 

The first coin of the series would then be the Bilamriganka coin with the letter Go on the 
obverse. representing a coin of GopBla, the father of DharmapBla. Mitchiner has published 
such a coin. number 79 in his catalogue of Bengal coins." Indeed. an examination of this 
piece shobvs that the style is the crudest of the three Bglamriganka coins, indicating perhaps 
that the style evolved and developed over time. Lire will see a similar evolution in style 
between our coin of 1)liarmaplla and a later coin of his son Devapiila. which is in a much 
more relined style. The sccond coin among the hnown Biilarnriglnlia coins is marked by the 
letter De on the obversc," and this could possibly be an issue of DevapZla. Finally, the coin 
illustrated in Fig. 4, with the letters .J[JJYI could be an issue of Devapala's cousin Jayapila. 
the son of Dharmapiila's brother VZkpZla. Jayapila was the commander of the army and led 
a I'Zla campaign in Assam." 

Finally. it would be appropriate to say a word about the denomination of this coin. As 
it carries a suspension loop. it has not been possible to obtain an accurate measurement 
of the weight of the coin itself. But the weight. including the loop. of 7.59 grams suggests 
the coin originally weighed approximately 7.25 to 7.30 grams. This is very similar to the 
recorded weights of the Bglamrigiinka coins. which Mukherjee has argued conform to a 
rrip&da-sul,ar~la. or three-quarter suvarna, standard. The fact that the Bilamrigiinka coins 
conform to the weight standard of the PIIa coins rather than the earlier Samatata issues is a 
hrther argument in favour of assigning these coins to the PBlas. Almost all of the Samatata 
issues weigh bet\veen five and six grams. For csample, the 31  Samatata coins in my own 
collcctior~ average 5.56 grams in weight and, apart f ~ o m  one low-weight outlier at 4.39 grams 
the weights of these coins fall within the range of 5.01 to 5.85 grams. These coins are thus 
significantly lighter than the Pgla-BBlamrigBnka coins. Further. the quality of gold of these 
coins also seems better than the Samatata c0ir.s. although this statement is based only on 
visual inspection rather than a proper metallic analysis. 

l' M, hli(c11incr. The Lutidof l l i~~er :  Coitruge and Histoq~of Brit~gladesh and Later rlrakat~ (I .ondon, 2000). p. 59. 
hlulherjcc, Coitis of Posl-Gtrl>~u Betigal, also publishes a specimen orthis y p e  on plate VI, no. 2. 

'l Sec: blukhcrjcc. Cortts of l'osr-Gtrpra Bet~gul, plate VI, no. l .  

" Sec 1t.C. hl;ijumtIar. cd.,  771e Age of lntperfal Krrtinld (Bombn): 1963). p. 50. 
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Relcr~io~zslzip ro !he coil? of Devapala 
I turn now to consider the relationship of the Dharmapiila coin to one previously claimed 

to be an issue of his son DevapZla. I t  was originally published by Ajit Ghosh in 195 1 and 
assigned by him to DevapBla. l'' This attribution has been called into question. and indeed the 
authenticity itself of the coin has been doubted.15 I have been able to examine the coin myself 
and am providing a photograph of it by kind permission of the owner (see Fig. 5). 

FIG. 5 :  Coin of DcvapBla 

The most important point to note about this coin in relation to the DharmapBla coin is 
that the two coins sho\\i marked similarities of svle  and the forms of letters. so much so 
that I would assert that the DharmapBla coin now provides strong evidence to suggest that 
the DevapBla coin is indeed genuine. The hi10 greatest areas of similarity are precisely the 
same areas in which the Dharmapiila and Biilamrigiinka coins also showed an affinity for 
one another: in the treatment of Lakshmi and in the arrangement and paleography of the 
legends. 

The treatment of Lakshmi on the two coins is virtually identical. On both coins. the 
goddess is seated in a full padt?za.sa~lu, with her wrists resting on her knees. Each hand holds 
a lotus plant with long. wavy leaves and a central flo~ver stalk that ends with a bell-shaped 
bloom and with petals or leaves on either side. The goddess is not nimbate and is flanked on 
each side by a sacred vessel. The word Sri is at the top left on both coins. Finally. the lotus 
scat, while not identical (the Dharmapiila coin has a single lotus. the DevapBla a double). has 
a curious feature not known on other coins: the presence of a central stem below. flanked 
by leaves. The similarity of the reverses is so great that. I would argue, the tsvo coins can be 
conf dently identified as the products of the same atelier. 

Turning now to the obverse legend. the letter fom~s  are clearly very similar. The letter Sri, 
for example, is virtually identical on the two coins. Other letters also show the same kind 
of marked similarity. although there do appear to be some differences, perhaps representing 
the idiosyncrasies of individual celators, The arrangement of the legends is also very much 
alike, ~vith letters arranged as a vertical legend in short horizontal rows. I would argue that 
the legend arrangement also suggests that the DhartnapBla coin increases the Devapsla coin's 

A. Gl~osl~,  'A tmique gold coin of thc Pals emperor Devapala Deva.' JXSI XIII, Par( 11, (Deccrnber 195 I, puhl. 
June 1952) pp. 123-5. 

" See Rhodes and Bose, Co~rlage ofclssatrr. chaptcr 6. 



claim to be genuine. In their careful analysis arguing that the Devaplla coin is not genuine, 
Rhodes and Bose point out that the coin is so difirent from other known coins that its very 
uniqueness renders it suspect. Now. with the emergence of this coin of Dharmapfila. that 
unique status has gone and. accordingly, the argument of Rhodes and Bose loses much of its 
force. 

Finally, let me turn to the reading and interpretation of the legend. Gliosh had originally 
read the legend as Sri / hdc? / Ha rshu / Vci / tick vu /Pc? la and attributed the coin to the 
P5la emperor Devapiila. D.C. Sircar reinterpreted this to mean Sriman Hoi-.sha\~o~ De\?upalu. 
and opined that. 'It is diflicult to say whether the coin may be attributed to king Devapala 
(c.AD 810-50.) of Bengal and Bihar.'I6 J.P. Singh rejected the attribution to the Pgla king. 
largely on the basis of the fact that the first part of the name of the issuing king was Marsha 
and therefore this must have been the main part of his name." Largely on this logic he 
attributed the coin to Harshapala Varmana Deva ofAssam. P.L. Gupta implicitly supports this 
attribution, despite ackno\vledging that the coin shotvs evidence of Pala artistry.I8 Rhodes 
and Bose argued against this attribution. saying that they did not feel a coin of this quality 
wras within the capability ofAssamese celators of the time.Ig As already mentioned since the 
coin was unique. they concluded that it \vas probably not authentic but that. even if it was, it 
was unlikely to be of Assarnese origin. 

I feel the Dharmapala coin allows us to look afresh at this coin in t\vo important ways. 
First. we know from the Dharmapala coin that the P5la celators were using the title Srinrun. 
and that they were conjoining the final iia of this word kvith the first letter of the name." 
Thus we see the compound letter r~dtia on the Dharmapala coin. This would suggest that 
the reading of the legend on the Devaplla coin proceeds from Sri to mu. to be followed not 
by Hur.shu, but moving to the lower rig/z~ panel. with nde. The lo\ver left panel would then 
be read last. The second piece of evidence fro111 the Dharmaplla coin relates to the possible 
epithet I'or the king being follo\ved by an exclamatory vo. or. in the case of the Devapiila coin, 
\IN. 'I'lius the king's name on the Dharmapala coin is followed by kuiluvo, while the king's 
name in thc Devaplla coin is followzd by Harskohva 

If WC accept this argument. the legend on the Devapiila coin could be read as Srit~lair 
DevapcTluh Hc~rshah\vr. Reading it in this way negates Singh's argument that the name Hnrslltr 
occupies the most important place. Rather, the name becomes clearly De\t~~pGluh. followed 
by what is possibly an epithet. Harshahvu. I leave this for the Sanskrit scholars to analyse. 
but suggest that perhaps Devapala was known as the embodiment of happiness or joy. 

Cot~clzcsiot~ 
In this brief note. I have presented an important new gold coin. attributing it to the Plla 

emperor Dharmapala. If this attribution is correct. this \vould be the first kno\vn coin of that 
illustrious king. The coin serves as a link between some other post-Gupta coins of Bengal. and 
has a particular similarity \vith a previously published coin of Dharniapiila's son. Devapiila. 
thereby supporting that coin's claim for authenticity. 

'%.C. Sircar. Siitdles in hidiuti Coins (Delhi. 1968), p. 3s;. 

" J.P. Singh, d f o ~ l e ~ q  Developnren~ m Enr&Assanr (Jorhat, 1989). revic\ved and discussed in Rhodes and Bosc. 
Coinage of /lssrn~r. pp. 52-3. 

" PL. Gupta, Cortrr (11ulic1- 711e La~ido~drhe People) fourth ed. (Net\. Delhi, 1996). pp. 83-4. 

Rhodes and Bose, Coitioge qf.,lssam. p. 53. 

Shailcndra 13h~ idxe  poi~lted out to me that this \\.a). of presenling Srinzbi Dhart~rupdlalr does not rc;dly confoml 
to the rules orsatldlri in Sanskrit. which \vould have required the conjoined Ivords to become Srinrar Dlrart)ropriluh. 
I Ic ilrgi~ed, ho\~e\,cr, that, as this was about the time that 'Apabhranisa' languages tr'cre emerging, pcrl~aps the rules 
were nlorc lihcly to be bcnt. 'l'liis may explain the suffix \*a seen at the end of the legend. 




